Babson Sailing Team Recaptures McMillan Cup

A.D.S. HOLDS SPRING RUSH

There is a generally understood belief pervading the campus that in order for the fraternity system to exist it must consist of three fraternities. The campus is too small to allow for the development of a fourth fraternal order and it is too large to allow two sizeable organizations, as now exist, to continue alone.

Because of a desire upon the part of the three fraternities on campus to have more administrative authority, Alpha Delta Sigma has decided to have a short pledges period during the Spring term. The decision will give ample opportunity to the three eligible students interested in joining a fraternity to do so during the Spring term. The pledge period will be more flexible and will not be limited to only four weeks due to the more desirable weather. We sincerely hope that all those interested have a better chance at admission into one of the fraternities. It is the hope of the Executive Committee of the Alpha Delta Sigma to continue to keep the atmosphere of the remaining fraternities as it is now.

NEED FOR INTRODUCTION

On April 4th, Alpha Delta Sigma held its National Convention, at the Boston University School of Public Communications. John Mortill, vice-president and account executive at Sutherland Abbott was the principle speaker. Other executives from the fields of advertising and distribution spoke at the convention.

LOVE NOTES

Mr. Love, the new campus policeman, has added us to his vision: the red light painted across the blackboard is for OFFICIAL USE ONLY. These lights are not intended for broadcast. Mr. Love is not allowed to park in this space at any time.

Bowne Heads New Division

On March 30th, Professor Earl B. Bowne was named chairman of a new academic division known as the Division of Mathematics and Science. Mr. Bowne states that there are still final deciding points to be made concerning the functions of this division which will be made later during the term.

Mr. Bowne's entire professional career has centered around teaching. In addition to teaching, he offers personal and intellectual services to students in the area of mathematics. He is also involved in a research on the history of mathematics and is currently working on a book on the subject.

SPECIAL TO THE EXEC

On Saturday April 4th, and Sunday April 5th, the Babson Institute Sailing Team challenged and defeated the East Coast Intercollegiate with 354 points to 317. This is the second time in the last three years Babson has won the coveted McMillan Cup that they won last year. This year, however, the cup was awarded to the Institute on a tiebreaker system.

The McMillan Cup series, consisting of three races, has taken place each year since 1930. Entries of the McMillan Cup are made up of the fine yachtsmen and sailors of the United States Naval Academy, the United States Coast Guard Academy, and the United States Merchant Marine Academy. The McMillan Cup is awarded to the team scoring the lowest point total.

In some previous years, including 1930, the team from the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland, attempted to win the cup. In 1930, the cup was awarded to the United States Naval Academy, but in 1931 it was won by the United States Merchant Marine Academy. The cup has been awarded to the United States Naval Academy in each of the last three years.

The Babson Institute Sailing Team, consisting of three members, has taken place each year since 1930. The team includes four different kinds of boats, and since 1930 all the teams have made a point to have a variety of boats. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years.

In the final match, the Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years. The Babson Institute Sailing Team, under the guidance of Mr. Bowne, has been considered a strong contender for the cup in recent years.
EDITORIALS ON YOUR WAY OUT

It will always be difficult for you to evaluate yourself objectively, especially if you are riddled with problems. Often the downplaying of these problems - financial, social, physical, spiritual, or mental - causes a student to feel unable to cope with the pressures of college life. And, perhaps unaware of the growth which can accrue to him through a mature self-appraisal, he packs his bags and withdraws from school.

How is it that we, as a campus, have been so successful in还是 in the past in dealing with these problems? The answer is that we have always been willing to take a step back, to analyze our situation, and then to move forward. This is the process which we have followed at Babson College, and it is a process which we will continue to follow.

The problem of how to voice your opinion is not an easy one. It is not a problem that can be solved by simply stating your opinion and expecting everyone else to agree with you. It is a problem that requires careful thought and consideration of the views of others.

The most important thing is to be clear and concise in your thoughts. Make sure that you are expressing yourself in a way that is easy to understand. It is also important to be respectful of others, even if you disagree with them.

The key to effective communication is to listen carefully to what others are saying. This means being open to new ideas and perspectives, even if they are different from your own. It also means being willing to compromise and find a middle ground.

In summary, the best way to voice your opinion is to be clear, concise, respectful, and open to new ideas. This requires careful thought and consideration of the views of others.

**CONTROVERSIAL CORNER BY A&B**

If you're ever in doubt about what to say, or how to say it, this corner is for you. We're here to help you find your voice and express your thoughts in a clear and effective way. Whether you're trying to persuade someone of your point of view, or simply trying to understand a complex issue, we're here to help.

**IN HIS OWN WAY**

On March 23rd, 1964, Freeman T. Putney, Vice President and Treasurer of Babson College, disclosed suddenly of a heart attack.

Putney was a dedicated servant of the Babson community. In his own quiet way, he made his influence felt. When a matter of importance was being discussed, someone was sure to ask, "What does Ted think about it?"

The Faculty and Administration of Babson College will long remember "Ted" Putney, and to his family and friends we express our deepest sympathy.

**EDITORIAL CARTOON**

Excerpts:

- "I remember winter Sunday evenings to spend with friends drinking eggnog, putting a cream puff in the oven, and talking about the problems we were facing."
- "People often ask me, 'What do you do all day? What do you work on?' It's like asking a doctor what he does all day. We're always working on something."
- "The most important thing is to listen carefully to what others are saying. This means being open to new ideas and perspectives, even if they are different from your own. It also means being willing to compromise and find a middle ground."
- "In summary, the best way to voice your opinion is to be clear, concise, respectful, and open to new ideas. This requires careful thought and consideration of the views of others."
Alpha Kappa Psi

The Brothers of Gamma Kappa were treated to a farewell dinner by the Senior Freighters for the year 1964–65. The banquet was held in the main dining hall of the Disciplesau on Thursday, April 8, 1964. The program was scheduled to begin at 7:30 P.M. and the event was hosted by Mr. J. H. Smith, head of the Business Administration Department.

Under the leadership of our Senior Freighters, the officers of the Kappa Circle of Alpha Kappa Psi in the Michigan State University chapter, we are sure that this year will be our most successful yet. Also, on the occasion of the last meeting of the annual Dad’s Walk, this fine tradition has been a great success for both sons and fathers.

At this time, the Brothers of Gamma Kappa are happy to extend an invitation to all seniors, graduates, and alums to attend the banquet. The night will be filled with music, dance, and all the usual festivities.

All the Brothers and our new officers, along with the students body, will be present and will enjoy the evening.

Pine Manor Film Series

CAPTAIN FROM KEPEKEN, Carl Zuddasner's classic comedy about a former military captain re-discovered as a movie star, is the next motion picture to be shown at Pine Manor College's Film Series. The screening will be held in the College's auditorium on Friday, April 9, at 8:00 P.M.

The film, which received numerous positive reviews in Berlin and on the West Coast, has been praised for its performances and its observations on the nature of leadership.

BOWEN from page 1

to make statistics meaningful on the campus, we must have useful 
and accurate information. These data are needed for the planning of our future activities and for the effective management of our resources.

Bowen finds that the academic work load of students is related to the summer for the outdoor interests that are available and that the availability of a summer job can allow him to fulfill the professional requirements that he is expected to meet.

Under Mr. Bowen’s able leadership and with the support of the Faculty, the Bowen College film series will develop and enhance the educational value of the arts education at Babson.

The following is a summary of the articles that were taken from the Albion Bulletin.

---

CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

Circle K
Delta Sigma Pi

On Thursday, April 8, the Society for Advancement of Management will sponsor its annual spring membership drive, S.A.M., extends a cordial invitation to all students to attend the open meeting that will begin at 7:30 P.M.

Our guest speaker will be Mr. R. W. Page, New England Sales Manager for Swift & Company.

Mr. Page said, "Swift & Company is happy to help with your efforts to promote the S.A.M. organization." He then went on to explain the benefits of Swift's general sales management program.

In SALES, the S.A.M. has been associated with Swift since 1959, primarily through the efforts of Mr. J. H. Smith, head of the Business Administration Department.

He said, "Remember, there is no substitute for the experience that you will gain through working with Swift." The message was well received by the students.

STUDENT I.D.

New York -- The United States National Student Association announced today the availability of the International Student Identity Card.

An accepted means of certifying student status, the cards entitle the holder to numerous benefits, including discounts or reductions on the cost of student travel, registration fees, and more. The cards are available at the Association's national office in New York, 250 Madison Avenue, and at local offices, company headquarters, and other distribution points.

The cards can be purchased by checking the particular participating company, student's university, or local office for additional information.

OPINION

On page 2, the debate about the cost of college education continues.
AIRLINES PROSPECTS GOOD

BY RICHARD C. KIMBAIL

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average continues to climb with little hesitation as 1964 reaches its fourth month. Since the first of the year the average percentage increase based on the stocks on the Big Board, for three months of activity this is a healthy increase, Volume also continues to be strong on both the New York and the American exchanges with the list of new highs for the year soaring to new heights.

The airlines have been very much in the news this first part of the year. This has been a year of financial stress for the industry. A. K. Airlines, which was recommended by the SEC on March 1, 1964, has climbed from its re-commenced price of 8 3/4 to a high of 9 3/4 as of last week. Frontier Airlines, which also was recommended at $5 1/4, has climbed to a high of 8 as of late. Airline finished the week 8 3/4 off from their unprecedented highs of the week but nevertheless they were considerably higher than a few weeks back. Much of the impact, as has added to the gains of the airlines has resulted from the decreases in the many of the fares. Overseas fares on some lines are down as much as 20% over last year. Pan American Lines has reported that reservations for many of its overseas flights are as much as 20% above average.

Investors had been heard many of the signals that will be needed during the next few months. Airline operators have reported extensive increases in average profit-taking. This, however, has been accompanied by some new developments in earnings, in similar profit-taking. The deadlines for income tax will be upon the nation very soon and there is a peak notices. Airline operators are profit-taking at that time in order to get in the more safely when they get rights for the real estate. This matter is pure speculation and one which the market may advance at this point as profit-taking hits the industry. There are still many bears that feel that the long run rise is still not established and is looking for a low.

Airline Interprets a Strong Time has been very well by light of their new process for three dimensional printing. The stock has advanced from a low of 9 3/4 1/2 to 10 1/2 in the past week. At the present time this does not look too unrealistic.

The long-standing growth of aviation stocks is currently reflected in Airline Stock Values, Wining and Dining.

LIBERAL ARTS DECREASE

"The liberal arts tradition is dead or dying," according to Dr. Jacques Barzun, Comenius University Provost and Dean of Faculty, who has heretics, those who are objecting or justifying, but only describing," Davis Hartman observes. "The liberal arts are suffering from a general tightening and flattening out of the once distinctive college curriculum under pressure from above and below, the high school taking away the lower years, the graduate schools the upper end. What is happening to the beautiful and meaningful, the imaginative and the reasoning power? Is it possible for the liberal arts to survive? What is happening to the beauty and majesty of years of my life? That last book, certainly it hasn't finished.

If colleges were ever places of elegance, measure, they are no longer. Look about you on the campus and all you see is a loss of perspective. Students are married, employed, going to or returning from a conference, apprehensive about examinations, ruled by the clock, property, classes and courses. They are not satisfied with the standards in the hands of life, which is why so many are also in the minds of society. But the vanishing college and the proliferation of worldly activities make the real existence of the university succeed in training life. They are not happier or younger than college graduates of the past three years, who have enjoyed four years of manhood in the absence of general educational study.

The bug for field racing. By JEFFREY M. ZACK

With the beautiful weather that comes with Spring, most of us want to go out as much as possible. The warm, sometimes hot, days that are coming with water to picnics and weekend trips to those favorite spots which we love so much.

No matter where we go in the daytime, we still have those nights to worry about, and times have not changed. The only difference is that we have found on the farm, with the changing of the seasons is that everyone brings many more people out of their homes to gather in all of the festivities. The nights are always fun with fun seekers all looking for friendship and companionship. This is the college town of year, and it presents us with our best opportunity to get together with a lot of people at a good event, put up money with this product. Their earnings for the past few years with the present are 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966. There have been times when twice that of the previous year. The interest rate on money has been used to make extra money.

I dropped into Anthony's Pier 4 the other day, and was surprised to find this place really buzzing with hundreds of people, I didn't eat there, but if the food is good, the prices are high, and I would not recommend going to see the food because it will be good. The prices are high, and I would not recommend going there if you have a lot of extra cash, but whatever the case may be, it is advisable to go to make sure that you make a reservation. This is mandatory unless you are willing to wait at the bar for at least an hour to secure a table. Looking for a quiet spot to have a drink with friends or a date?

Why not give the Cafe Amalfi a try. The Amalfi is located on Westland Ave., right near Symphony Hall in Boston. It has a nice small quiet bar, a bit on the side, but nonetheless charming. I will have more to say about the food at the Amalfi next week.

I'm a bug for field racing. That means getting a date, packing a picnic lunch, and making a long drive to a field. The Carrick Country Club offers a challenge with its 10 holes and a nice bar, and a chance to win those 10 hole activities. When you get to the party, get off track right on 37 and follow it down a few miles. The course is close and fun, but just one word of caution. Sandy is a little wet right now, so you better wait until it has about two more weeks to dry off. If you don't care, bring some boots along. You'll need them. Well, I haven't been back long enough to comment on whether or not you should look for new spots. I will have more next week. Until then, have fun.

SUNSHINE DAIRY

For Everything Good

SANDWICHES

COFFEE

FRAPPES

ICE-CREAM

Where You Meet Your Friends

Open 6 a.m. To 11:30 p.m.

Our Campus Souvenirs

[CUTE STUFFED ANIMALS - JEWELRY - CHIMANERE]

Won't Help Your Grades

at All in the Classroom

But They Are Sure

Off Campus Rating

with That Certain Young Lady

Look Them Over at the

BABSON BOOKSTORE

HOLLiSTER BUILDING

Have You Bought Her One Of The Bright Red Babson Nighties?

THE LONG-STANDING GROWTH OF AVIATION STOCKS

COMPLETE-SERVICE BANK

Students and Faculty of Babson Institute have the advantage of quick service, convenient access, and extensive office services.

Wellesley Square

Weston Road

Lower Falls

When you stop at the Wellesley National Bank we are not limited by the same rules. We have all banking services.

WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK

CE 5-8000

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

JOE & SON

BARBERING SERVICE

NEXT TO WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK

(3 Expert Barbers)

OPEN Monday Through Saturday

PRESENT THIS AD WHEN YOU VISIT

ASK FOR A FREE POCKET COMB.

JIFFY CAR WASH, INC.

600 Washing Ave.

Teletel: 2-3115 or CE-3083

JIFFY WASH AMERICAN CAR CARE

Open 8:00 - 5:00

WELLESLEY NEWS AGENCY

The News Bridge

Paperback Books

Magazines

Newspapers

Tobacco

Cigarettes Cigars
CINEMA CHATTER
"SEVEN DAYS IN MAY"

By BARCLAY MEGATHLIN

"Seven Days In May," based on the novel of the same title by Fletcher Knebel and Charles W. Bailey II, is a fast-moving political thriller which centers around an attempt by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to overthrow the Government.

The action begins when the President (Alec Baldwin), ignoring the advice of his closest friend and confidant, General James McClellan (played by Robert Duvall), orders a secret deployment of nuclear missiles to the Orient. The Joint Chiefs, sensing the president's weakness, launch a plot to depose him.

The film's plot is based on the真實的 story of the Watergate scandal, which began in 1972. The film was criticized for its inaccuracies and its portrayal of President Eisenhower as a weak and indecisive leader.

Although the film received mixed reviews, it was a commercial success, grossing over $16 million in its opening weekend. It was nominated for several Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actor (for Hume Cronyn).

The film is notable for its fast-paced action and its depiction of the political machinery of the United States. It is also notable for its use of music, with a score by John Williams that was nominated for an Academy Award.

The movie is considered a classic of its time and is often used as a reference point in discussions of political intrigue and conspiracy theories.
SAILING TEAM RECAPTURES CUP

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The McMillan Cup

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

BABSON FLICKS

NEW $64 directory lists 26,000 summer job openins in 30 college areas. Unpre-
cepted research for students includes exact pay rates and job details. Names employers and their Rodrigues for students in industry camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc. Hurry! Jobs open weekly. Early satis-
actions guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Direc-
tory—P.O. Box 13593—Phoenix, Arizona.

WELLESLEY BULL

How can you be "creative" when you’re listening to a teacher who’s about as exciting as a week-
old mustard sandwich? It makes you wonder what’s good for them in their・

WELLESLEY MUSIC CENTER RECORD RACK

WELLESLEY HILLS SERVICE Wellesley Hills Square

OPEN 24 HOURS (We give S & H Great Stamps)

Call 235-9000

WEAR THE SAFETY COLLAR AND MATCH YOUR NOSE TO THE SMOKE

SUMMER JOBS

for STUDENTS

WELLESLEY BRAND ROUND-UP CONTEST

NAMES:

WELLESLEY RESTAURANT 13 Central Street, Wellesley

6 a.m. to 8 p.m.

DEAL TICKETS AVAILABLE

"What foods these morsels be!"

PRIZES: Stereo Tape Recorder & Phonograph

WON BY:

Any recognized group or individual on this campus submitting the largest number of neatly packaged: Marboro, Parliament, Philip Morris or Paxton.

Closing Date: April 27th, 1964.

Call 235-9000.
INTRAMURAL BOWLING SCHEDULE

**Wednesday** April 8
- Minor vs. Pub-Coleman
- South vs. Forest-Arm.
- North vs. Bryant

**Wednesday** April 15
- Pub-Coleman vs. South Forest-Arm. vs. North
- Bryant vs. Off Campus

**Wednesday** April 22
- Bryant vs. Minor
- North vs. Off Campus

**Wednesday** April 29
- Bryant vs. South
- Pub-Coleman vs. North
- Forest-Arm. vs. Bryant

**Wednesday** May 6
- Bryant vs. North
- Off Campus vs. Bryant
- Forest-Arm. vs. Bryant
- Bryant vs. Pub-Coleman

**Thursday** May 7
- South vs. Minor
- Pub-Coleman vs. Forest
- North vs. Off Campus

**Wednesday** May 13
- Bryant vs. Minor
- Off Campus vs. Pub-Coleman
- South vs. Forest-Arm.

---

**BASEBALL PREVIEW**

**CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8**

The Pirates have had some fine ball players in Johnny Callison, Tony Cornelius, Tony Taylor and Ray Culp. But this team played above their heads in 1963. Art Maloney and Jim Dunning would have to have much improved seasons for the Pirates to go much higher than sixth.

The Pirates had the best team they ever had, Bob Friend, Elroy Face, and Alvin McClean are fine pitchers, but youngsters like Schwall, Cardwell, and Francis have not lived up to their potential. отметил Кимровский in great but he is almost the entire Pittsburgh offense.

The Chicago Cubs will severely feel the death of star second baseman Kenny Hubbs. Ernie Banks, Billy Williams and Ron Santo will not be able to offset the loss of Hubbs. Hubbs was the best fielder in the league. The Cubs have a good pitching staff headed by Dick Ellisworth and Larry McDaniel but there is a great lack of hitting and defense. It is doubtful that their pitching can carry them much higher than eighth.

Houstoun and New York are still in a class by themselves. The Colts have gotten George Altman and Jess Gonder, but neither team has enough to compete with the rest of the pack.

Predictions concerning the American League will be discussed in one of the future issues of the *EXEC*.

---

**Golfers**

**CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8**

In each bow the team rotation is: Jacques-Duriez is the 1963 runner up of the National and International Swiss Junior Championship and possesses a finesse handi-
cap.

Currently, the team is in the midst of match play among themselves to determine the starting rotation for the up-coming tournament.

The team has not had a losing season in four years compiling a 13-2 mark in 1963 and 6-2 last season, and hopes to continue its winning ways. Coach Smith is very optimistic, and under his expert tutelage and the assistance of manager Bob "The Whale" Castor, a fine season is in prospect. The *EXEC* wishes good luck to the team for the coming season.

---

**JOBS ABROAD**

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent career opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa and the Pacific for MALE or FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific addresses and names prospective U.S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide and procedures necessary to foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs Abroad Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix, Arizona.

---

**WORK IN EUROPE**

Resort, sales, lifeguard and office work are examples of thousands of summer jobs available in Europe to every registered student. No experience or foreign language is required and travel grants are given to all students. Wages range to $400 a month. For a complete prospectus with photos, job and travel grant applications, a $2 cash book coupon, handling and air mail charges send $2 to Dept. R, American Student Information Services, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH FORD

---

Exciting things are happening everywhere at Ford Motor Company!

After Ford's spectacular debut in last year's Indianapolis 500-mile race, many people wondered what we would come next. Well, it's here! Ford Motor Company engineers have developed a brand new V-8 especially for this year's competition at Indy. Although it's the same size as the 1963 version, this racing engine is a much "livelier" performer because of four overhead gear driven camshafts and other refinements. Overall results of these revolutionary changes: an increase of at least 44 horses, delivering 420 hp or more at 8,000 rpm.

Ford engineers met many challenges in developing this engine. But this is just typical of the challenges being accepted every day by our employees... that's what makes Ford Motor Company such an exciting place to work. And not only in engineering. Exciting opportunities exist in manufacturing, finance, sales, marketing, industrial relations, purchasing, traffic, product planning, styling and research. All types of career opportunities for all types of graduates. If you're looking for an interesting career—look to Ford Motor Company. A growing company in a growing industry.
Manor Heads I-M Competition

As the final semester of I-M competition begins for Park Manor, a lot of attention will be directed towards the three departments, and in particular, the points ahead of its nearest opponent, Bryant. In third place is Park Manor South, followed by Inter-Co-Op-Coleman-Park Manor North, Off-Campus, and Forest-Annex, in that order.

PUNCHBOWL STANDINGS

INTRAMURAL SPORTS PUNCHBOWL STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOOM</th>
<th>FALL TERM</th>
<th>WINTER TERM</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASKETBALL</td>
<td>Ping-Pong</td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK MANOR</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL PARK MANOR</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF-CAMPUS</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREST-ANNEX</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though Manor has a strong 26.875 average compared to Bryant's 26.500, Manor still needs to place in the top six in the over-all I-M basketball and ping-pong to win the championship. For the basketball season, the leaders appear to be Bryant and Manor, and I believe they could also do fairly well in both volleyball and ping-pong.

Baseball, Yankees to Repeat

BY RONALD NATHAN

There are now only five more days until the Fall 1964 season will begin. The National and American League clubs are beginning to break camp and head north. This is the time of the year that many sports writers go out on a limb with predictions for the coming season. I have decided to break camp and join them.

This season should follow 1963 very closely. Once again the Yankees will be very strong as will be the Detroit Tigers. The Kansas City's should be improved, and the Chicago White Sox should improve. The Baltimore Orioles will have some new faces, mainly in the pitching department, and the Washington Senators will have a few men in the line-up who will surprise the fans. The Cleveland Indians are always a threat and the New York Mets will be improved. The Los Angeles Angels is going to be another battle for the pennant. Any of the top six rated teams could take it and I feel that the National League is going to be a little stronger than the American League. The Giants are a much improved club and the Dodgers will be tough. It will be too hard for the Cubs to be for the pennant for the first time in four years.

Baseball preview

BY BRIAN BARFOOT

The Babson netmen are now engaged in strenuous practice sessions in order to prepare for their April 9th match against Holy Cross on the Wellesley Hunnewell Courts.

Newly appointed head coach Ray Price is trying to instill the extreme optimism at this year's Babson team and the players on the team. The team has divided its training process to better fit the needs of the players. The lineup is: Paul Glazier, Bill Wiery and Bob B 나오구's great effort in the season's early part of the season. Bryant and Manor are neck and neck in the over-all I-M basketball and ping-pong for the championship. For the basketball season, the leaders appear to be Bryant and Manor, and I believe they could also do fairly well in both volleyball and ping-pong.

MEET THE CAPTAIN

BY DOUGLAS TENDER

This year's tennis captain is Bill Green, a senior from Bridgewater, Connecticut. As the number five singles player he compiled a fine 1-0-2 record, thus, Bill is very optimistic and foresees definite improvement over last season's 3-5 mark.

We have a fine new coach and Kershner is enthusiastic, and if everything else goes well. "We'll have a very successful season for sure," he says. "We'll be tough on the netters meets men's teams in the New England area, while attending Babson, Price has been the president of the in the most exciting inter-

CAPTAIN BILL PRICE

Clark Price, a senior at Babson for the Advancement of Management, Accounting and Commerce, and a member of the Varsity "B" Club. Besides all of this, he is a member of the "A" Club, tennis and sleeping. At Babson, Price has been involved in planning to go to law school after graduation.

When he was 13 years old, Bill started playing tennis as a way to pass the time near his home. At the moment, he is trying to find a permanent place standing, Bill hopes that everyone will try to see as many men and women as possible that the projects that the senior, Price said. "I think the